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Description :
•

The Quinta dos 7 Nomes is a farm, certified organic agriculture, located on the cost at the west
of Lisboa, in Portugal. The farm is about 1 ha of vegetable gardening, with an organic shop (selling the produce from the farm and other organic produce), a cafe (with some cultural events)
and an earthship. The Quinta produce with half of its own seeds, the seeds bank is open to be
exchange with people around. Workshop and courses are frequently done over there, addressing
different themes as alternative healing, Food Forest, Reiki, Eco-construction, Organic Gardening, Permaculture, etc... An area with dry toilet and solar shower is dedicated to Eco Campers
and volunteers.

•

The Quinta is located in a residential area, at the end of Colares, small town in the natural park
of Sintra. The place benefit a particular microclimat, with a soil mainly clay or sandy. The cold
wind from north/north-west is dominant, bringing rain, clouds and cool temperature with a lack
of sunshine. The summer is pretty dry, windy and hot, for couple of months. Colares is at the foot
of a mountain «Serra de Sintra», few kilometers from the ocean.

•

Chicken are in a hen house, producing manure and eggs ; a food forest get installed and still
in process for increase the production and integrate more perennial plants. A nursery of trees
help growing some fruit trees, willow, aromatics, etc. Two green houses protect the young vegetables before going in the culture beds of the farm, there are used all the year. A well and a river,
equipped with pomps, provide water for all the farm that have a central irrigation system. A lake
and several punds are integrated in the garden, hosting life, providing green all year and water
reserve.

•

Parasol Pine, Eucalyptus, accacia and palm trees are the species that mainly grow up in the Natural Park of Sintra. The soil is mainly sand, specially closed to the ocean or clay, a bit deeper in the
land. It’s the 3rd council of Portugal, cause it’s an important touristical place. Portugal geology is
really complexe, and in this area the main roc could be volcanic with acide and basic minerals, or
/ and calcareous or / and sandstone.

•

This project born 9 years ago, from Isabel (woman of 65 years old) and the help of 6 friends
of her. Isabel passed 17 years working in an organic farm, growing and exporting vegetables
in several European countries. After an accident and 2 monthes lying down, she start to
think and build her dream : produce organic
vegetables, regenerate the soil and sell localy.
That’s how start the cooperative of Quinta dos
7 Nomes, and since it employed 2 full time
jobs, 1 half time job, a long range internship
for the shop and volunteers for the production.
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Observations / Analyses :
- Soil : Clay (76% clay - 12% silt)
- Inclination general : Pretty flat
- Main wild plants : a lot of poaceaes (as Elymus repens, Agrostis capillaris, Poa trivialis, Dactylis
glomerata), yarrow and horsetail are present all over the farm ; they indicate an acid soil, quite poor
and suffering from dry summer. As well some mallow, nettle, brassicaceaes, bindweed, rumex, some
orchid and Arundo donax are also installed.
- Main trees : fruit trees cultivated : anona, fig, apple, pear, hazelnut, wallnut, chilean pear, feijao,
lemon, orange, olive, avocado, medronia, medlar, pomegranate tree, Robinia false acacia, etc...
- Exposition : south/south -west
- Compost : 4 kinds of compost are produced in the farm :
		
- hot compost (piles done with layers of manure, straw and grass),
		
- cold compost windrow (with dry leaves and rest of food)
		
- vermicompost (3 baths with Eisenia fetida and Eisenia andrei mainly and some
woodlouse, feed with vegetables of soft fibers, oat meal and coffee, once a week)
		
- dry toilet compost (mix with sawdust)
- The soil has a lack of humus, really weak, missing lot of minerals, and some of their cycles are block.
The main wild plant give me this indications. The culture beds are covered mainly with straw and
some with some mulch. Some path are cover with chipped Arundo donax. Most of them are naked.
- Soil lifes present : worms ( Allolobophora rosea
rosea, Allolobophora icterica, Eisenia fetida, Lumbricus rubellus rubellus mainly), ants, spiders,
beettles, bedbug, fireworm, lsopodas, myriapodas,
wasp, bees, caterpillar, slug and snail, frog, toad,
snakes, rat, birds, shrew... For the smallest (bacterias, nematodes, acarides,...) I couldn’t find what I
need for check it, unfortunately.
- Culture beds : all of them are rised beds, with perennial plants on the extremities as rosemary, sage,
lavender, melissa, camphrey, trees... covered with
straw or mulch.
On the production part and the food forest drop by
drop pipes are on the top of the beds. The cooperant
part is equiped by springler (c.f. maps of the Quinta
in annex).
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Comments :
- According to the soil and the system of irrigation, the rised beds are not appropriated. The organic
matter, the minerals, the cover and the water goes mostly down, following the gravity, and feed the
path.
- The soil get dry quickly, the cover doesn’t keep it wet and because of the shape of the beds, a bigger
surface of soil is exposed under the climate’s element.
- The quantity of water and the time that it takes to water the farm is really important, but could be
reduce.
- The surface of culture is wild but could be increase by reducing the number of paths. It will reduce
the quantity of weed and, by this way, reduce the time of work that to take the weed off ask.
- It will be important to manage and follow up well a rotation of culture. The gardening «takes»
more from the soil that it «gives» back to it.
- Develop the farm according to the permaculture principles could be a help but ask a lot of work
and changes.
- The chickens could be more happy, healthy and productive if they get integrated in the running of
the field.
- The green houses are not in an optimal place cause it’s exhibited to the main wind, getting colder
during the nights and the winter, which is quite windy, cold and wet.
- The volunteering needs to be supervised and well organized for be efficient. Some market could be
developped for ensure a balance economy all year.

Objectives / Aims during Volunteering Time :
- Develop tools (tables, methodology, questionnary, general task...) for supervise the volunteers (c.f.
Annex)
- Organize a folder, calendar and tables for following the history of the culture beds, increase the
teamwork and bring transparency in the daily work of the farm.
- Re-design some culture beds as an experiment to find the proper land management for the farm.
- Increase the quantity and diversity of nutrients and micro-organisms in the soil and in the high
production of hot compost.
- Prepare a production plan and tool for following up the rotation, including green fertilizer in the
culture rotation.
- Increase and diversify the organic matter for cover the culture beds.
- Ameliorate the space and manage to harvest the water fall in the green houses.
- Try to adapt the permaculture principles into the
running of the farm and the production part. This is
in the purpose to help the farm to be more efficient
and economicaly sustainable.
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Advices for Regenerate the Soil, Increase the Production and Be Substainable :
• Re-Design culture beds :
Why ?

So...

- Because the rain and the irrigation makes harder the surface of clayly soil, mainly when there
is a bigger surface exposed to the elements (it’s
the case with the raised bed), this decrease the
exchange between the soil and the air and the
matter.

- The sucking bed, with clay soil and built strictly
flat, allow to keep the organic matter, increasing
by this the diversity and the quantity of micro
life, the fertility, the water, etc

- Because the shape of the raised beds make
falling the organic matter and the cover on the
path.
The soil is missing organic matter, micro-organism, nutrients, ... The fertility is in the path...
- Because to irrigate those raised beds exige
quantity of water as the reasons exposed upper.
The beds get deform because of the erosion,
demanding to build the beds frequently in the
year.
- The best will be to build all the beds on the
contour lines.

- The cover will stay and be decomposed slowly
in the soil, stocking the water by the «sponge
effect» of the organic matter.
- Because the bed is flat, the water will be diffuse
regulary and combined with the organic matter,
the soil get wet longer.
- Install perennial plants at the bottom of the
beds will increase the «sponge effect» and diffuse deeply and larger the water.
- The borders could be cultivated with calendula
for controle the poaceaes. The path could be cover with chiped cane (Arundo donax).
- The beds are larger, increasing the surface for
the production and diminute the place for the
installation of the poaceaes.
- Parallel to the main path, at the end of the
several beds, could be interesting to build some
proper hugelkultur, with perennials and trees
growing on it. By this action, the running water
will be capt as a spong in thoses beds and minimize the inondation on the main path and give
profit to the other beds.

Drawing of the sucking bed :
Path, cover with
chipped cane
(Arundo donax)

Culture bed, around 40
cm deep in the soil

Perennial plant (aromatic, tree, ...) at
the end of each bed for collect and capture the water as a sponge
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• Increase the nutrients and the
micro-organisms :
Why ?
- A large soil life balanced will ensure a fertile and light soil, allowing to cultivate healthy
plants.
- The gardening «takes» more than it «gives
back» to the soil. It’s necessary to integrate this
fact in the gardening practices to increase life in
the soil.
- It will allow the plants to be stronger and healthier, putting to their disposition all they need.
- It will balance the composition of the soil by
raising the decomposition of the organic matter, increasing the quantity of humus and minerals.
- It will help to decrease the parasites inlet.
- It will allow to transport on a larger surface the
nutrients and water all over the beds.
- It will be great to give to the soil and plants
those advices all the year, don’t only when there
is sign of disease. The soil life and the plants are
continually growing up and fighting to stand up,
healthy.

So...
- It is necessary to produce a diversity and
large quantity of plants fermented tea. The wild
plants installed tell to the gardener the needs
of the soil. For example, actually there is a big
quantity of horse tail which accumulated some
silica, magnesium, calcium, iron and cobalt. To
do a horse tail fermented tea will restitute those
elements in a chemical absorbed form use for
every one.
- To build frequently and yearly a well balance
and rich compost. Important to add it in a large
quantity to the beds and as well in the form of
tea (c.f. annex). Vary the compostion of green,
carbon and manure layer in the hot compost
piles. Water the compost piles with a camphrey
fermented tea, for example, will add some minerals and micro-nutrients directly use in the
decomposition of the matters.
- I will advice to give, at least once a week, some
oat flakes to the warms in the warm compost,
which need to have vegetal proteins. Then,
spread this rich liquid produced by the warm
compost to the soil and on the plants, in any
stages of the plants and trees.
- Vary or mix the cover, with the mix or the succession of this diversity (mulch, chipped cane or
chipped ligneous matter, ...) all the soil lifes will
find all it needs for be substainable and healthy.
- Use the broadfork will help to install and keep
living the soil lifes by the oxygen that it allow to
come in the soil, without turnover the soil horizon. It will help as well to make penetrated the
liquids and compost into the soil.
- Then, some plants have special needs. For
example, the brassicaceaes like the lactic bacterias. I use to mix some passed yogurt with rain
water and give this mix to them once a week,
when they just arrived to the field, meanwhile
the roots get installed.

Legend of the drawing :
1 : bucket full of rain water
2 : aquarium pomp
3 : fine tube

4 : pocket (as piece of socks, old duster well closed, ...)
5 : mature compost in the pocket
Then, make running on the pomp all a night, in a shade
and cool place. Use the compost diluted as your needs,
on all the plants.
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• Rotation of the cultures with green
fertilizer and Chicken :
Why ?

So...

- The rotations are essential for the balance of
the soil. They allow to decrease the disease and
parasites invasion.

- The rotation could be done every year or after
each culture. The greedy (as all the fruit vegetables like the solanaceaes, the pumpkins, ...)
needs to grow with lot of organic matter, so the
greedy parcel will receive a big amount of compost. After them, the green fertilizer will be necessary, in the purpose to restitute the nitrogen
and maintain active the soil. After them, could
be the leaves vegetables (cabagges, lettuces, ...)
that need lot of nitrogen. And after all, the roots
vegetables which will go deep in the soil for
catch what they need. By this way, the balance
of the soil, the nutrients and minerals will fair
circulate, according to the needs of the plants.

- Each plant has its own needs, some are greedy,
other less. Some needs mature compost some
not. The rotations allow to each plant to draw
in the different soil horizon and to receive what
they need.
- Some plants throw back some toxins that are
toxic for other. It’s important to prevent those
toxins to poison other plants or to allow some
parasites to install them self.
- The soil needs to be continually in activity but
not to be tire out. The nitrogen is an essential
composant of the life but it’s hard to be disposal
for the plant. The green fertilizer allow to capt
and put to the disposition of the plant the nitrogen in an absorbal form. As weel, they are not
greedy, they keep the soil in activity and restitute nitrogen. Some of them are eatable, some
could be use as mulch.
- The animals are part of the ecosystem and
essential to the life balance. The chicken, for
example, do many different actions that decrease the human work part, like eating the
slugs and snells, scratch the surface of the soil,
eat the seeds of the poaceaes, ... Their manure
is really rich in nitrogen, phosphate and potassium. Some nutrients that hard to find in a garden. An animal needs to be outside and behave
as in own nature, but as well protect from the
predators. By this exchange, to use an animal in
the farm is necessary and pretty fair exchange.

- Some plants secrete some «toxic» substance,
like the tomatoes for example, so it important
to don’t put them in the same parcel for 4 years.
- The chicken could be integrate in that rotation
after each culture. Thankfull to a chicken tractor that could be easily done, adapted to the size
and shape of the beds. Be aware to the quantity of manure that they will provide to the soil,
cause it’s a rich one.
- So after each culture, integrate the chicken,
and then use the broadfork for open the soil and
finally sow or plant the next culture.
- For a well management and keep the memory
of what was where, use the map of the quinta,
with tables. Write on it where was which culture
, and plan the second culture or year.
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• Green house and Nursery :
Why ?

So...

- The green house is situated in the upper part
of the Quinta, prone to the main and cold wind.
The plastic don’t cover every where, which help
to create some draughts.

- Could be interesting to move the green house,
in the down part of the quinta, behind some
trees, protect by them from the wind.

- The green house need to be well protected
from the cold of the winter, and watered a lot in
the summer time.
- The light time is not optimal during the winter.
- The trees of the nursery, closed by the green
house, stay in pots for a long range of time.
Confront to the hard elements, with so few light
and lot of wind.

- The trees will protect the green house from the
wind but they will great a microclimate, more
warm or fresh depending of the season. Bringing some shade during the summer.
- The extra water could be beneficial to the trees.
But an other conception is possible. The rails
where the trails of the plants are put on, have
the shape of a flat gutter. If they are in the over
side, with a bit of inclinaison, so the water could
be collect in some barrels and then use for the
dilution of the liquid hume, plant tea or compost tea.
- The cover has to be fix better, in the pupose
to decrease the creation of draughts. Some windows could be create in the purpose to create
some in the summer, and air the green house.
- The trees of the nursery should be in the land,
a place could be available for them, with a proper irrigation system and place for the roots to
grow. They will benefit from some special care,
as soon as they needs. They will get stronger
and healthier. Then a second green house could
be build from the first years of the cuttings and
grafts.
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• Parallel Market and Energy :
Why ?

So...

- Even installed in Portugal, the winter could be
long with a slow production. As there are salaries
to pay, rent, maintenance it could be interesting
to think to other way of making money in the
purpose to assume all the costs, to maintain the
structures and invest in tools or whatever.

- To dry and package the spoiled vegetable, for
example, that people will not buy in the shop
cause the beauty criteres.
- As well, the aromatics and teas could be a parallel market, and they need a proper place and
way to dry.

- The farm needs to have volunteers, that it’s a
cost as well. Some energy like the sun, could be
used for reduce some cost.

- A solar dryer could be adapted to the area and
the project.

- To build some solar dryer and solar cooker
could be done with recycle material and could
an occasion to organize some workshop, joining
sharing, experiment and some money contribution to the project.

- A solar cooker for reduce the cost of the cooking part, in the summer. As for the shower,
a simple black tube under a piece of glass and
people could enjoy almost for free to have a proper shower.

Example : Solar Dryer
Example : Solar Cooker
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• Volunteering Management :
Why ?

So...

- The farm depend of volunteers for assure the
production. Actually the farm is not economically substainable, so the production part and
the animals are the duties of the volunteers.

- A list of daily task is done and has to readen by
the new arrivals.

- Host and depend of volunteers could be a cost
according to : time to teach, explain, know how
and where things are and go, ...
- Each volunteer has her-his own strenght, skills,
aims, sensibility, motivation, ... And a farm’s
production is variable according to the season
and the climate. There is some period without
people who wants to come, or season that the
farm will spend more money, energy to host and
guide.
- Different person manage the volunteering.
Joana is the one who manage the website and
the announce. Isabel is the one who guide / give
order. Dantas is the half time salaried who is in
charge to the water system, the maintenance of
the structures. So not easy for a volunteer to find
a referent, and for the task to be done.

- A methodology of how to do the task is done
as well and has to be available and read by the
volunteer.
- I did a questionnary for the web site, in the
purpose to «select» some profil of volunteer.
This is the purpose to accord their motivation /
skills with the stuff that need to be done in the
farm. Some high season, the farm needs people
with some skills, knowledges. The low season
give more time for share, teach, etc...
- A folder with a farm’s map, task, methodology,
shedules, time of work and the conditions of accomodation is in the common place, free to be
use and read as a base reference. [c.f. the annex]
- A meeting time weekly will be necessary, in
the purpose to feedback what is done, define
the priorities, accord the schedule of the farm
life, the unforseen. Work in team, require some
transparency, communication and plan.
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Evaluation and Evolution from the Permaculture Principles :
Base / Foundations :
• Bill Mollison’s Principles :

• David Holmgren’s Principles :

- Relative Location
- A fonction is assuming by many element
- An element assume many fonctions
- Energy Efficient Planning
- Using biological ressources
- Energy cycling
- Small scale intensive
- Accelerating succession
- Diversity : valorize and use
- Edge awareness
- The problem is the solution
- Small effort for the bigger effect

- Observe and interacte
- Catch and store energy
- Obtain a yield / crop
- Apply self-regulation and accept feedback
- Use and value renewable ressources and services
- Produce no waste
- Design from pattern to details
- Integrate rather than segregate
- Use small and slow solutions
- Use and value diversity
- Use edge and value the marginal
- Creativity use and respond to change
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Evaluation / Evolutions :
• Bill Mollison’s Principles :
Principles

Relative Location

A fonction is supported
by Many Element

Evaluation

Evolution

- Everything is fix and not ready to
move cause many reasons : irrigation system, bed’s design, way of
farming, ...
- No data base, no tables, no tools to
register and get a feedback
- Most of the buildings are autonom
and there is no connection between
them (mutualisation of the energy,
different fonction, ...)

- Could be possible to re-design
the beds in sucking bed, along the
contour line, with larger size. Then
it would be possible to create small
ecosystem in the beds, and to garden with relative location.
- With some analyses tools and
tables for register the data of the
year, could be possible to get feedback and then improve some evolution and move the structure (as
green house, compost area, ...).
By the location of the farm and the
annual weather, it could be possible
to use the wind to generate some
power or activate the pomp ; the
sun for hit the water and cooker ;
the green house could host perennial plant and be almost substainable with its own water system ;
the compost could be use for hit
some water too ; the central irrigation system could be less energivor
with a new design of beds and some
stuff as the laundry machine could
work with different way : bike system, elctricity generate by solar system or wind, ...
A part of the shop, all the structures
could be used for many different
fonctions : the compost could produce organic matter but as well hit
water or the green house in the winter time ; the chicken could produce
eggs and manure but as well be part
of the farming duties ; the showers
of the eco-camping that are empty
all the winter could be a dryer place
for the seeds or aromatics ; the food
forest could be used for annual and
perennial vegetables and by this
way will get more care ; with a proper calendar the earthship could
host volunteer in the winter time
and benefit a nice accomodation ;
etc...

- Actually each fonction is assumed
by one element : one pomp for the
water system, two energies - electricity and gaz (for the shower and
cooker) - the green house host only
the trails of seeding.
- How ever, there are 3 sources for
the water : the well, the river and
the lake or punds.

Actually few elements assume different fonctions, like there are 4
differents elements which produce
compost ; the commun kitchen is as
well use for workshop and meeting.

An Element perform
Many Fonctions
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Principles

Energy Efficient
Planning

Using Biological
Ressources

Energy Cycling

Evaluation

Evolution

- The zone planning is efficient, the
animals and the green house, which
need high frequence care, are closed
to the living area, but could benefited to a better placement according to the sun or wind exposition.
- The sector planning is adapted to
the site and the legislation of the
area.
- The slope of the farm is unfortnatly not use as it could be.

- The green house and the chicken
could be closer to each other, and a
bit down in the farm, behind a tree
wind protection, giving as well microclimate and shade.
- The culture beds should be on the
contour lines, for economize and
maximize the water ressource.
- The different building could be
more integrate in the farm design,
but the laws are the limits of their
placements.
- Integrate the chicken with a chicken tractor could be a nice avantage
for the farm : reducing the hour of
weeding, reducing the quantity of
slugs and snells. The beds as they
are actually are not so optimum, but
could be a nice start.
- Build and dispose in the farm some
bugs hostels, bird and bat houses,
some sticks for the bird to land off
and hunting point, piece of roc, etc
will help to pest control.
- Integrate in the rotation culture
the green fertilizer crop and plus
the nitrogen fixing, it will provide
matter for mulch.
- Apply frequently the fermented tea
plants in the fields for increase the
life soil by supply some nutrients
and mineral.
- Use frenquently as chop and drop
the dynamic accumulator that been
multiplied this year.
- Chipped cane, mulch of the green
fertilizer crop could replace the
straw and reduce the cost of the
farm.
- The location of the farm can allow
to use the wind, the sun or physical
energy to fonction.
- Integrate the animals in the farm
work will allow the energy cycling
- Mow the grass in a proper time in
the year and in the optimal growing
grass development will allow to decrease the amount of work and produce nice mulch. Chop and drop the
dynamic accumulator will unblock
so energy cycle (phosphore, etc...)

- The chickens are not use in an efficient way for the farm, and they are
not enjoying cause for more than a
dozen of chicken, only 4 eggs per
day get harvested.
- There are pounds and a lake, but
no bugs hostel or niche.
- The aromatics are share out each
beds like sage, rosemay, melissa,
coriander, etc
- The farm is not hosting really
friendly the birds or bat.
- The green fertilizer could be use
in a more efficient way, integrate in
the culture rotation, the manure of
chicken is use 4 times a year, then
it’s a horse manure from outside
that is bought for the compost piles.
- This year get multiplied the dynamic accumulator, camphrey, all
over the farm. And some quantity of
fermented tea plants get done too.
- The main cover is straw that come
from outside of the farm. But there
is a large quantity of cane.

- The energy use for the farm’s functioning is mainly electric. The gaz is
used for the shower and the cooker.
- The animals of the farm are seperate from the culture part.
- There is no a proper gestion to
mow the grass (period of year,
growing grass development, use the
shearing ...)
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Principles

Small Scale Intensive
System

Accelerating
Succession and
Evolution

Diversity

Evaluation

Evolution

- Actually the farm is cultiviting
vegetables, most of the plants are
annuals, they grow up with annual
companions and some perennial
aromatics.
- This practice has for consequence
to have 2 time of hight crops (summer and late falls), instead of having
regulary all the year and manage a
turnover more soft for the soil.
- Each bed have at least 3 differents variety choosen by its time
of growing, its place in aerial dimension, its need (sun, water, soil,
etc...) and its «toxicity»
- Actually the farm is cultiviting
vegetables, most of the plants are
annuals, they grow up with annual
companions and some perennial
aromatics.
- Lately, some trees get planted in
the beds, in the purpose to be some
«food forest island», with guilds,
dynamic accumulator and aromatics.
- Lot of grass is growing up between
the beds, providing a lot of work
and time to weed.
- The garden is not resilient
- The farm cultivate a large range of
vegetables, fruit trees and aromatics.
- Each bed have at least 3 differents
variety choosen by their own time
of growing, their own place in aerial
and roots dimensions, their own
needs (sun, water, soil, etc...) and
their roots «toxicity».
- There are choosen for their functionnal and benefit connections
- In few beds, there are some central
elements (actually fruit trees) with,
initialy, guilds as dynamic accumulators and nitrogen fixator.

- In each bed, could be interesting
to plant varying heights of plants,
aloowing to obtain a crop from morethan one layer and more regulary
on the year.
- Utilize species that provide early,
with short growing time
- Add more perennial in the beds,
as trees, bushes, berries, etc, will
create a microclimate favourable to
cultivate regulary all the year.
- The bed could be cultivate as a
mini ecosystem, allowing to provide
an intensive crop with less parasite,
work, etc...
- It could be interesting to care seriously to the trees newly planted
in the purpose to build directly the
climax species in a short time. This
will bring resilience and permanency to the garden, decreasing the
parasites and the time of weeding.
- It will decrease the space and
quantity of grass and will move in
a such efficient way the nutrients,
water and minerals.

- It’s not the number of elements
which is central but their functional connections. They can be choosen and evaluate by the dynamic
interplay (chaos, entropy, tidiness,
control and capacity)
- At least, could be interesting to integrate more central element (trees)
in each beds, in the purpose to
create a small and resilient ecosystem. And slowly, give an other dimension to the production, balance
mix between annual and perennial,
resilience, permanency, diversify
crop all the year and reduced work.
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Principles

Edge Effect

Problem is the
Solution

Small Effort for the
Bigger Effect

Evaluation

Evolution

- The main edges of the farm are the - It could be interesting to add speneighbours houses : on the east side cial species between two different
is a tall wall and on the west side is ecosystems, in the purpose to get
a cane border. North is the main the benefits of it.
entrance and buildings, south are - Edges are places of varied ecocanes and the river.
logy, cause they share ressources
- Inside the farm, there are few dif- between the two diffrent ecosytems,
ferent ecosystems : the trees area and this special is known as a net of
(soon a food forest), lake and punds, energy and flow.
production area and the common - The main borders of the land could
gardens. Actually, where the 2 eco- be use to grow up some perennial
systems is not develop, the net and helping to controle the invading
sieve that could be is not efficient. canes and decrease the grass.
- The needs of the farm and its res- - The borders of human limits and
sources are not yet identify, as the farm ressources could be evaluate
one from the area. Lot of commu- and get feedback.
nities are around could share tools,
experiments, knowledges, etc...
- This evaluation as the problems met in the farm are most of the time
a sign or a symptom. Stand back, observe and the solution will come
through/from the problem.
- Accept the self regulation and the adaptation, no one is parfect and everything is moving, developping.
- To decrease the impact to the all and «general» ecosystem, to go farther
than we were expected, to avoid to do worst than better, so it is better to
apply small efforts, changes and take the time to observe, evaluate and
adapt the effect.
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• David Holmgren’s Principles :
Principles

Observe and Interacte
«the beauty is
subjective»

Catch and Store
Energy
Obtain a yield

Apply Self-Regulation
and Accept Feedback

Use and value
renewable ressources

Evaluation

Evolution

- The stress to obtain a production
big enough for make surviving the
farm, take the step on the time of
observation and to the integration
of new plants, new persons, ...

- Take a half season of quiet time, to
have a breath, make a feedback, observe, register some data and then
interact, slowly
- «A successful design require a free
and harmonious relation with the
nature and the human. From an attentive observation and a thoughtful interaction born inspiration,
repectory and structures»

As above

As above

As above
- The farm use to work in a blind
way, there is no folder which register datas from past years, past experiments and observation.
- Different persons worked and
still work on the production part.
Each person has her-his own way of
gardening and interpet the observation.
- There is no way «definite», the
desgin of the culture, in the beds is
not done.

As above
- A folder and tables are done and in
disposition in the common kitchen.
All the beginning of the year used to
be register everything. Could be clever to keep going.
- Could be interesting to design the
culture part and to plan the next
culture. Important to follow up and
make substainable the farm in all its
form.
- Some tryings are important to be
done and it’s much more important
to accept the error and keep the
knowledge of the feedback.

As above

As above

- The farm itself doesn’t produce
waste, only the ropes from the
bundle of straw that been re-used
- The activities annex produce a lot,
mainly plastic and cardboard from
the shop, the caffe and the common
kitchen.

- With a better management of the
food stock (buy in bigger quantity
for example), by choosing the product according to the package, favorise the local produce will decrease
the production of waste.
- Choose a package that can be reused then, and re-use the package
during the shopping time.
- A small contribution from the volunteers and the hosts could support
the cost of this way of consumption
that will have a better impact for
everyone

As above

As above

and services

Produce No Waste

Use and Value
Diversity
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Principles

Design from Pattern to
Details

Integrate rather than
Segregate

Use Edge and Value
the Marginal
Use Small and Slow
Solutions

Creativity Use and
Respond to Change

Evaluation

Evolution

- The design of the general structures is done, the details as the beds
details, the energy cycle, the flows,
the water cycle etc... need to be
done.

- Some details like the slugs that get
hunt, the grass that get weed all the
time, etc should be integrate to the
design and the farm management
instead of having the same issues.
- «Within an organism, like an ecosystem, the nature show to us that
the links and connections between
the elements are much more important than the elements them self».

- From the main map, it’s possible
to definite the details, with a general
view but to the details.
- This details design will help the
farm to reach more efficiency and
substainbility. Moreover the transparency that will give to the workers
and the volunteers will definitly be a
huge help.
- Observe and regulate the problem,
as above, it is as well the solution.
Those «details» could be manage so
as to holistic management.
- Instead of implanting the food
forest to the bottom of the farm it
could be integrate in the production.
- Could be resume by «do with the
nature instead of against it»

As above

As above

As above

As above

- As in the farm production part
than in the team and social organisation, the changes are often and
depend of different factors. Most of
the time, the farm doesn’t anticipate
so everything get done in a rush.
Which open creativity. But could
be more anticipate and bring more
security and substainbility, and be
part of the educational changes that
the people need.

- Observe and take in consideration
all the parameters that it’s possible
to get.
- Work in the transparency allow
to support the brutal changes, and
everything will be done in calm and
substainability.
- The farm could be a great example
for the rest of the people of the area,
showing that an other completly
different way of living, gardening
and consumption is possible in resilience and respect of each element
of the ecosystem around and sgeneral one.
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Annex
Table of micro-nutrients accumulated in different plants,
used for fermented tea plants

Herbs
Borage
Borago Officinalis
Chamomile
Chamaemelum
Camphrey
Symphytum
Fennel
Foeniculum Vulgare
Horsetail
Equisetum Arvense
Nasturtium
Tropaeolum
Nettles
Urtica
Primrose
Primula
Spurge
Synadenium
Vetche
Vicia
Yarrow
Achillea Millefolium

Micro-Nutrients Accumulated
Silica - Phosphorus
Calcium - Potassium - Phosphorus
Silica - Nitrogen - Magnesium - Calcium - Potassium - Iron
Sodium - Sulphur - Potassium
Silica - Magnesium - Calcium - Iron - Cobalt
Sodium - Fluorin - Sulphur - Magnesium - Calcium - Potassium Phosphorus - Iron
Sodium - Sulphur - Nitrogen - Calcium - Potassium - Iron - Copper
Magnesium
Boron
Nitrogen - Potassium - Phosphorus - Copper - Cobalt
Nitrogen - Potassium - Phosphorus - Copper

Broadfork :
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Q u e s t i o n n a ry o f V o l u n t e e r i n g
Q u i n ta d o s 7 N o m e s
First name : ........................................................Name : .........................................................
Age : .......................................... Nationality : .........................................................................
Date of arrival to the farm : ......................................................................................................
Date of departure from the farm : .............................................................................................
Time do you wish to stay : ........................................................................................................

Condition

of

Camping

Will you come with your :
Tent
Van / Camping car

Do you come with :
Animals
Kids

Our meals are mainly vegetarians, do
you have special allergy ?
......................................................
......................................................

Please, take few minutes to reply to those questions, this is in the purpose to know you better and
see if we will meet our both needs. Actually, we are a farm, producing organic vegetables and eggs.
We like to share knowledges and practices but we need help, some efficient help cause we need to
assure the production. That’s why we ask those questions. Thanks for your understanding.

Volunteering Experiences :

- Did you been a volunteer before :
Nope
Yes, where :
......................................................................
......................................................................
......................................................................
......................................................................
- What were the tasks that you already did ?
......................................................................
......................................................................
......................................................................
...................................................................
- What are your favorite ones ?
......................................................................
......................................................................
......................................................................

Personal Knowledges :

- What books did you read about organic farming,
permaculture and / or biodynamy gardenning ?
......................................................................
......................................................................
......................................................................
- Do you have a garden ? Or do you use to garden ?
Nope
Yes, what kind ?
......................................................................
......................................................................

Permaculture Experiences :

- Did you get some :
Permaculture initiation (36h)
PDC (72h)
- Who was the teacher ?
......................................................................
- Where were the courses ?
.......................................................................
- What courses did you follow about organic farming, permaculture and / or biodynamy gardenning ?
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................

Personal Skills

and

Needs :

- What are your special skills or knowledges that
you would love to share or develop ?
......................................................................
......................................................................
......................................................................
- What do you expect by coming to our farm as
a volunteer ?
......................................................................
......................................................................
......................................................................
......................................................................
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Volunteering
Quinta dos 7 Nomes
Welcoming :
-

visit farm with the fields, the chikens and the warms, the green houses, the trees nursery
Fonctionment of dry toilet / Shower / Laundry
Fonctionment kitchen & dishes
Installation in the eco-camping

Working days :
- One day off per week, that can be chosen with all the team
- Every morning, appointment at 8.30 a.m with the team for the tasks of the morning
- Work start at 9 a.m
- 6 hours work per day and 6 days per week
- Report your tasks of the day in the calendar, like that we have a complete follow up of the fields’
history

Day Type :
Morning : 9h - 12 h
Help in kitchen /
free time
Lunch : 13h - 15 h
Afternoon : 15h - 18 h
Free time /
Cooking for the dinner

S ome R ules ...
K itchen :

- Everything that you take and you use, you may to clean
it and put it in order. Your mother didn’t come with you
and the kitchen is a common place, a common living space.
Thanks to respect this space and the tolerance of everyone.

M eals :

- The breakfast is a free meal, everybody do it when and
where she-he wants
- The lunch is prepared by some one of the team, everyday
there is a person dedicated to cook, clean and put in order
- The dinner is prepared by who wants for who wants, just a
bite of communication is necessary
- The food for the meals is in the kitchen or in the garden,
please take the «uggly» vegetables
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S o b r i e ty a n d
P e r m a c u lt u r e
Quinta dos 7 Nomes is existing since 9 years and the farm is respecting
two concepts :
- the Sobriety of living
- the Permaculture
This is in the purpose to be sustainable, fair and integral.

Sobriety :
Quality of some one who is sober, moderate with drinks and foods. The sobriety is a condition of
healthy life.
Quality of animals that is an undemanding for the food or life condition.
It takes little to be happy

Permaculture :
The permaculture has 3 ethics :
- take care of the earth
- take care of human
- fair share the production
David Holmgren, one of the founder from Australia, gives a definition of the concept of permaculture, with 12 principles.
Permaculture describe an integrate and evolutive system of perennial vegetal and animal species,
useful to human.
With a more curent definition, reflecting the expansion of the concept, those are landscapes developed conscientiously that imitate the patterns and relationships found in nature and provide food,
fiber and energy, to meet local needs. The individual, its habitat and its organization are central to
permaculture.
Permaculture wanted to set up a permanent and sustainable agriculture, it is now a permanent and
sustainable culture.
It’s as well a network of person and groups active in all over the world, with structures of formations
and design courses.
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METHODOLOGY FOR WATER THE GREEN HOUSE

Every day : Check many time in the hot day, for maybe water them many time
- Turn on the pump with a basket of water
- Water the both green houses
- Water the trees nursery
- Water the basil at front of the nursery + the spinach and basil under the nespera
- Water the parsnip and the turnip at front of the children park
- Water the trees in the children park
- During the hot day, water the soil of the hen house

METHODOLOGY FOR CHICKEN

Every morning
- Feed them grains (on the floor) and green (from the white basket or the garden with ugly leaves)
- Do not forget to feed the chicken in the house which is taking care of eggs
- Clean the water
- Check the eggs and collect ALL OF THEM and write the amount in the file
•
•

When it needs, add some straw
During the hot day, water the soil of the hen house

METHODOLOGY FOR PLANT TEAS

Every day
- Mix up vigorously with a stick the plant teas that are in the barrels for 5 minutes each barrels
- As soon as during the mix up there is no more foam, filtered the plant tea with a strainer and a
piece of tissue, and conserve them in a bottle with name and date
- Store the plant tea in a cool and shade place

METHODOLOGY FOR COMPOST -> Check with Dantes

HOT COMPOST
- Check several time in the week and if it’s dry water them (with the pump or the plant tea)
- As soon as the box of compost is empty and if there is some compost ready, transfer them in the
box
- Turn the compost according to the temperature and the decomposition
COLD COMPOST
- As the grey basket of compost is full or with some strong smell, bring it to the cold compost pile
and mix it with dry and brown matter full of carbon
- Check the humidity and water it if necessary

METHODOLOGY FOR BED’S MAINTENANCE

- Keep weeding
- Keep them cover with straw
- Water them according with Isabel and Dantes
- Every beds and trees in the beds may be water with extract compost at least once a week
- All the new seeding or planting may be water with extract compost or compost tea immediately
after the plantation

METHODOLOGY FOR PLANTATION

Before planting, add compost to the beds or in the hole of the plants
All the new seeding or planting may be water with extract compost or compost tea immediately after the plantation.
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PLANTS THAT NEEDS TO BE SOWN FREQUENTLY
For sow :
- Use the tray with the holes appropriate to the size of the development of the plants
- Feed it with the special preparation, well tamp, sow and cover the seeds with the preparation
- After have sown, water the tray with extract compost and cover the trays with a black plastic
- Check the tray everyday, as soon as you see a plant which sprout, take it out of the black plastic
and bring it with the other

All the year
Plants
Lettuce
Rucula
Aromatics
Fennel
Onion
Spinach
Raddish
Beetroot
Leek
Chard
Marigold

Frequency
Every 2 / 3 weeks
Every 2 / 3 weeks
Every 2 / 3 weeks
Every 2 / 3 weeks
Every 2 / 3 weeks
Every 2 / 3 weeks
Every 2 / 3 weeks
Every month
Every month
Every month
Every month

METHODOLOGY FOR PREPARE THE EXTRACT COMPOST
Material :
- basket
- tissue
- water
- compost mature
Methodology :
- Fill the basket with water
- Put a hand of compost in the tissue, closed it with your hand or a rope
- Put the tissue in the basket and massage the tissue with the compost until the water is starting to
be really dark
- Mix it with your hand for oxygen the preparation
- Use it, diluted as a big cup of extract compost for a full basket
Keep it maximum one day and in a cool and shade place
This preparation is rich in around 30 millions of micro organism
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Tasks Quinta Dos 7 Nomes
Every monday morning, appointment with everybody for weekly organization

Green Houses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open the doors for keep ventilate the green houses
Water every day !! BECAREFUL WITH THE PUMP !!
According to the temperature, could be many times in the same day (summer 3 times)
Check every day the seeding under the black plastic (take it out if the plants start to sprout
Water with fertilizer (extract compost or liquid humus) 2 weeks after that the plants prout
Water with fertilizer every weeks all the trays
Keep it clean and cut the plant around which are coming in seeds

Chickwood
•
•
•
•
•

Every morning as soon as possible the chicken needs to eat so give them some grains and green
(the grains are in the «Barakao» and the greens are in the basket write on it «chicken»
Make sure that they have water
Collect all the eggs and bring them to the shop !! We leave the chicken having babes if we need to
have more chiken, overwise, to much animal and not enough place or food !!
Keep cover the soil with straw and during summer, as it is really hot, water the soil for help to its
decomposition
Clean the chickwood when it needs and use for build compost piles

Compost
Hot Piles
• During spring and falls (when there is a lot of green matter) build 4 piles every month
• During construction, water them with plant tea (add minerals and bacterias)
• Turn them after 3 days of new construction
• When the compost piles are mature, move them in the boxes, with plant tea and some warms
from the vermicompost
Cold Piles
• Keep feeding all the year with the organic matter in the grey basket and carbon matter
•

During the appropriated season, collect and store carbon matter (dead leaves, chipped canyas,
...)
Warms compost
• Every friday, feed the warms with the food collected in the proper basket (there is «warms» write
on it) and some oat flakes (important for give them some minerals)
• Check the bottles under each bath for collect and conserve the liquid in the blue can, keep store
in shade
• Use the liquid for the green house maintenance and the new plantation in the fields and the trees

Plant teas
•
•
•
•

Keep producing all the year, with plants that are not in flower or seed (Example : horse tail,
camphrey, yarrow, capucinas, absinthe, ...)
Shake vigorously each preparation every day, in the purpose to add some oxygen and increase
the aerobic bacterias
When the tea is ready (no more foam from the bacterias activity), filter properly, keep in bottles
with name and date, and store in shade place
Apply diluted (1 : 10l) in the fields frequently (every 2 weeks) according to the weather
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Seeding
•
•
•
•

Keep the box full with the special soil : mix with mature compost sift, some soil and a tiny bit of
sand (to make it more drainy)
Keep seeding the aromatics, lettuce and onion every 2 weeks
Keep seeding the vegetable of the production plan (according to the season)
Water with fertilizer (extract compost or liquid humus) immediatly after sowing and keep cover
the trays under the black plastic

Plantation
•
•
•

Planificate the culture and the rotation on each beads, include green fertilizer (as lupine, broad
bean, bean, pea, mustard, trefoil, ...c.f. the black workbook)
Plant according to the planification
Each plant newly planted may receive immediatly water and extract or tea compost or liquid
humus

Maintenance of the beds
•
•
•
•

Weeding in the beds and in the path
Keep cover the beds with straw or/and mulch
Be sure that the water pipes are on place
Each transitional season, maintain the structure of the beds

Harvesting
•
•

Check with Isabel cause each plant has its own way to be collected and this depends of the season
The big harvest is on monday afternoon, then the replenishment is on wednesday and friday

Food Forest
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chop and drop the beds, mainly before the grass start to seed
Cut the grass on the path before it seeds
Introduce more diversity, more perennial plants in the beds with the trees
Care of the trees (prunning, keep cover the roots with chiped canyas or straw, mulch etc...)
In the Tamarillo bed : keep feeding the center with organic matter and water and weed the bed
Take care of the new trees included in the culture beds
Okaido is planted in one bed : keep water and harvest the fruit

Irrigation
•
•
•
•
•

On charge of Dantas
Clean and repare the pipes
Fix the pipe on the beds
Maintain the pumps
Water the beds according to the weather
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11

10

9

8

Beds

Capucina tea 27/4/16

Capucina tea 27/4/16

Care

1

1 each

Apple-Anona-Pear
Nitrogen fixators

Apple
Mustard

2 each
1

20/3/16

22/3/16

22/3/16
20/3/16

19/5/16

plantation

plants

1 each

Date of

Qtity

Pear
Loquat
Nitrogen fixators
Mustard

Quince-Eugenia
Okaido

Variety planted

Parcels FF

HISTORY AND PRODUCTION OF EACH BEDS FOR THE SPRING / SUMMER 2016

Qtity and Date crops

Map Quinta Dos 7 Nomes
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